ABSTRACT. It is proven that a theory T stable in a power X, A > 7" , has a saturated model of cardinality X.
Our method of proof was inspired by Shelah's Theorem 4.3 in [8] , It should be mentioned that Shelah extended our result to the case of a singular A = \T\ (a proof will appear in [9]).
A proof of a somewhat weaker version of our result is presented in [0] and uses a notion of rank for types.
Before proceeding to the proof itself, we review, in §1, the main results about stable theories. We follow Shelah [6] , [7] and assume the existence of a huge model 8. |= T such that every other model of T which comes into consideration is an elementary substructure of BQ. 1= d/(aQ,_, « i) will mean that tfKv0, ... , vn_A is satisfied by aQ, ..., a _j in 8_. C, D will denote subsets of BQ. LiC) will be the language obtained from L by adding individual constants as names for the elements of C. We shall not distinguish between an element and its name. (X, <), where < is a linear order, is an ordered set of indiscernibles over D if, for any n < oo, any two increasing n-tuples of elements of X These notions are naturally extended to those of an ordered set, resp. a set, of indiscernible ^-tuples (cf. e.g. Shelah [6] , [7] ).
X ( X) will be the set of K-sequences (of sequences of length < k) of elements of X. If r] £ KX, a < k, then rj\a will be the initial segment of 77 of length a. We shall denote by fl, b, etc. finite sequences of elements. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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For a stable theory T define k(T) to be the first cardinality such that T has no Shelah tree of height KiT). It is easy to see that k(T) < piT) and strict inequality is possible. Thus, KiT) < \T\ .
We are now going to reproduce the two important notions of splitting of types. Rather than defining "splitting" we define "nonsplitting". .) The proof of (a) is essentially the same as that of 1.3 in [2] ; it is similar to, but simpler than, the proof of (b) which we are going to reproduce (in outline) at the suggestion of the referee.
Assuming that a type p, p £ SiC), does not satisfy the conclusion of (b),
we construct a Shelah tree of height kCT). This will contradict the definition of KiT). Our construction will yield not only a Shelah tree {d/ (i> , a ):
s £ <K( '00], but also elementary maps f such that for all a < kCT) and all ■s £ co , the following conditions hold:
(i) the domain of / is D = ia: a is a member of some sequence as\B> P -a^ an<^ tne range of / is a set Da, Da C C (thus, the range of / depends only on the length a of s, and not on s itself);
(ii) if t is an initial segment of s, then / C / ; and (iii) tprsiv0, fsias)) e p.
The construction will be done by induction on a < KiT), the induction assumption being that ^siv0, a ) and / have been defined for all s of length <a in such a way that they satisfy conditions and / for all m < 00 and 5 of length /3. By the induction assumption, we are given the set D« (the common range of the functions f , s of length /3) and it satisfies that D"C C and \D A < KiT). As we assume 1. ztz < A! for all s of length jS. This last step will be illuminative because it will explain how that condition arises naturally.
We have defined above y _ and y.. Define in general y*. = (x-.,, ... , The following is a special case of 1.5(b): Corollary 1.6 (Shelah). Let T be stable. If X is a set of indiscernibles over D and CQ is a finite set, then there is a set Xn C X with \XA < k(T) such that X -X. is a set of indiscernibles over D U CQ (z'zz fact, over DUC0UXQ).
As a special case of 1.5(a), the author independently obtained 1.6 weakened with |XQ| < p(T) instead of |XQ| < k(T) (cf.
[l] or [2, 1.3]).
We next state a technical lemma which we use in our proof. Arguments of this sort have been repeatedly used; see, e.g., Shelah [5] , [6] , [7] , and go, in essence, back to Morley [3] . We now come to the heart of the proof.
